Bright Chef
Youth: Age 11 to 14
The Tamwood Bright Chef (TBC) program is a Tamwood designed program, based at Tamwood
Whistler & New York Summer Camp, designed to offer integrated learning opportunities for youth
aged 11 to 14. TBC program is the key ingredient for creative and independent youth. This one of
a kind program is focused on providing a safe, inspiring, and empowering space for youth to
identify, develop and refine their creativity and senses. Through joy, mindfulness and learning we
are creating a foundation for a healthy camper through responsible eating choices: from scratch
to consumption.
As part of Tamwood’s discovery learning module, students are provided with direct experiences
that enable them to integrate their learning into the wider world and to make personal
connections with different ingredients.

Food and Adventure:
The Bright Chef Program focus on
ingredients and techniques and teach
the fundamentals and basics to equip
them with skills for life. Students will
make their meal together, set their own
place setting, and eat together when
everything is ready. Then they will clean
their stations and make sure they leave
the kitchen tidy. This class will teach
them how to make fabulous fare on their
own!

Dates:
Week
Week
Week
Week

1: July 10 to July 17 ,2022
2: July 17 to July 24, 2022
3: July 24 to July 31, 2022
4: July 31 to Aug 7, 2022

Program Structure:
The program will support youth in
their quest to increase their
independence at home. Youth at this
stage of development are often reevaluating their confidence, and we
will provide the space for them to
take on new challenges that fuel their
skills and help them feel pride. Some
of the program topics include:
Nutrition, proper recycling and
composting.
The benefits of eating locally and
organically
How our food choices affect the
environment and our planets
Food trends and culture in North
America and the world
How to safely handle kitchen
equipment

